
Case Study
Overview:

The following case study will provide insights into the challenges faced by my

client and I have shared the strategies planned and executed on the digital

front to overcome the milestones and obtain the goal.

This study will cover a wide range of activity logs on different aspects of

Digital Marketing, including SEM/PPC campaigns, social media marketing, PR,

and other paid advertisements.

The Client:
Leading Art Company (Canvas Wall Art)
Launched in 2019, It is a one-stop-shop for motivational,
inspirational, Christian, and modern canvas wall arts.

Targeting consumers all over the USA.

The USP of the products was the cost. Being handmade in
India gave us the liberty to cut down the making cost of the product.

The Problem:
Brand Credibility, Website Traffic, User Session Time, User Engagement, and
Retention.

Since our brand was new in the market and many of the USA-based giants were

dominating the market. Our first challenge was to build credibility so that users



would trust our products, buy them, refer them to others and re-buy them timely.

The Solution:

Social Media Campaigns:

I started a social media marketing campaign to gain brand awareness,
reach, and traffic to the website. I had filtered the audience using the
competitor information like age group, regions, design type, and writing
style. It resulted positively in gaining page followers, post likes, and website
visits.

Social media post examples:





Pay-Per-Click/Adwords Campaigns:
I assisted the company in building breathtaking ad creatives and ad copy to give

the audience a hook and improve the CTR in Display Advertising. It positively

affected the Advertising Score, Clicks, average ad positions, impressions on

search results, and in longer journeys the cost-per-click.



Power of Influencer:
We started with a Brand Positioning Campaign by partnering with nano &

micro-influencers in the interior design and decor space; since a chunk of

influencers were building a sound of positivity for our product. We used the

same content published by influencers and displayed it on the website. It

helped us build credibility, growth in User Sessions/Engagement, add-to-carts,

and Conversions eventually. It also gave us the edge for brand recall and

recognition.

While running the influencer campaigns, we parallelly started running Catalog

Sales Ads on Social Media (FB & Instagram) to boost and smoothen our

customer acquisition process.

Website UI/UX Adjustment:

I was concerned that the User Per Session time on the website was low due

to poor navigation structure. Google Analytics report gave me insights on

the user behavior and page-visits flow, so shuffled the frames with

Christian wall art being the highest clicked category so positioned it below

the banner and accordingly other categories depending on the CTR.

It resulted in the Add-to-cart growth by 8X and customer acquisition

growth by 2.5X, which helped us to push more likable products in front.



The Result:

We were able to maintain consistent growth and progress. Our Adwords quality

score was rising and lowered the cost per result on social media campaigns. That

resulted in improving the CTR by 0.8%, average position by 9%, and quality score

average by 4.3%. Our conversion rate was at 4.5%, whereas the industry

standard is 2%.

Takeaway

● By focusing on Remarketing Campaigns, Influencer tie-ups for brand

credibility, and other tactics, we drastically increased our ROAS.

● Targeting high-volume commercial keywords for PPC campaigns can bring

optimal results, improved CTRs, & higher customer acquisition



● By restructuring the website, we successfully created a hook & easy navigation

for users, which also resulted in higher session duration.

● With the help of influencers, we created trust within the audience and gained

brand visibility in front of a huge audience.


